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§ Increasing use of trade distorting policy measures
- “Make it here!” as opposed to “made in the world” [linked to GVCs …]
- Focus on retaining technology/investment & attracting FDI – less of a trade policy story

• Calls for “fair trade” and action against “unfair” competition 
• At industry/firm level: subsidies; SOEs; IPRs
• At individual/community level: labor standards, product regulation, etc.

§ Technological change; structural transformation: servicification; digital economy
§ Geopolitical/geo-economic systemic competition/conflict:  “China Inc.”
§ Responses (drivers?): trade defense; trade agreements; FDI/trade promotion
§ All under pressure: Unilateralism undercutting trade agreements/rules
- Potential mutual assured destruction/nuclear option….if national security ≡ “economic 

security” => undercuts foundation of trust underpinning rule-based trade system 
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Background



Contrasting attitudes to trade – in part reflecting macro growth rates?
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Increasing use of potentially trade-distorting policies (number, 2009-18)
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Antidumping – EMs and US are leading users; EU use down substantially
(new measures imposed, 1998-2018)
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US is the dominant user of countervailing duties—EU largely MIA
(main users of CVDs, 1995-2018)
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Global safeguard measures, 2009-18 (total for EU = 0)
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Number of policy measures affecting trade in goods, services and investment, 2009-18
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Share of trade affected by post 2008 trade-related measures
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Share of Chinese exports subject to discriminatory trade policies (%)
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Rising to 100% in case of the US: tit-for-tat dynamics of US-China tariffs

12/20/19Source: Chad Bown, PIIE 11



China’s response: open up to reduce CPI effect; increase trade diversion

12/20/19Source: Chad Bown, PIIE; Constantinescu, Mattoo and Ruta, World Bank 12



EU trade policy strategy — “Trade for All” (2015)

§ Opening foreign markets

- WTO and preferential trade agreements – e.g., Vietnam, CETA, Japan, Mercosur …

- EU market access strategy & partnership to address foreign trade barriers

§ Trade defense measures 

§ Focus on promoting EU values (as defined in Treaty of Lisbon) via

- Market access conditionality (GSP+…)

- Linking trade and nontrade policy objectives in trade agreements

§ Sustainable development chapters 

- Development cooperation & aid for trade

§ Constrained use of WTO for enforcement

- More recently focus on saving appellate function and pursuit of WTO reform
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Assessing EU strategy in light of global trade policy trends
§ Walk on two legs?
- Multilateral (WTO) vs. preferential trade agreements 
- Latter have been primary focus…but no agreements with large emerging economies

§ Insufficient focus on services?  
- “Binding only” agreements (TiSA); limited coverage in PTAs

§ EU focus on values – a problem? 
- Singapore issues in late 1990s; focus on development – at the cost of market access?

§ Not enough attention on implementation of agreements & defense of market access?
- Relatively few disputes brought to the WTO

§ Differences in preferences and interests within EU impact on ability to act
- Civic interest group opposition to deep trade agreements

§ Not enough focus on analysis of economic stakes & effects; monitoring & evaluation
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Does inclusion on non-trade objectives reduce the effectiveness of EU 
trade policy?
RESPECT survey: practitioner/expert responses
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The EU monitors how trade agreements impact on non-trade policy goals
RESPECT survey respondents

04.10.2018  |Source: Fiorini et al. In Bilal and Hoekman (eds.), CEPR 2019 16



EU recognizes a multi-dimensional agenda calls for multiple instruments
Survey: What instruments are most effective to achieve EU nontrade goals?

04.10.2018  |RESPECT survey: Bilal and Hoekman CEPR E-book 2019 17



Where is the digital economy and services trade? 
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Source: ECIPE and World Bank



This may matter more in longer term
Effect of data policies on non-OECD export of software intensive services

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM) ln(SM)

(D/L) * Data policy -0.167*
(0.085)

(D/L) * Data policy CB -0.409*** -0.477*** -0.525* -0.530** -0.527* -0.515*
(0.004) (0.002) (0.050) (0.043) (0.050) (0.050)

(D/L) * Data policy DR 0.028 0.226 0.118 0.077 0.093 0.069
(0.858) (0.140) (0.708) (0.803) (0.767) (0.822)

OECD STRI 1.344** 1.178 1.620** 1.135
(0.012) (0.129) (0.048) (0.134)

FE Partner Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE Sector Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
STRI category Overall MA & NT ESTABL DISCR

Observations 16514 16514 16514 16514 7481 6573 7481 6573
R2A 0.313 0.313 0.313 0.313 0.347 0.339 0.347 0.339
R2W 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
RMSE 2.116 2.115 2.116 2.115 2.043 2.056 2.044 2.056

04.10.2018  | 19Source: Erik van der Marel (ECIPE)

CB: local 
storage; 
processing; 
conditional 
flow regime

DR: data 
retention;
right to be 
forgotten;
admin req. e.g., 
GDPR 



Three related challenges; one necessary condition to address them

1. Dealing with policy tensions that give rise to large cross-border spillovers
§ In old areas – e.g., subsidies; technology transfer; IPRs
§ And in new areas – e.g., SOEs; digital trade barriers; data privacy….

2. Addressing development differences more effectively

3. Settle the dispute on dispute settlement (US blocking of Appellate Body 
appointments)

Necessary condition: 

Reinvigorate WTO as a venue for deliberation and cooperation – incl. by 
negotiating agreements that establish rules of the road for policies generating 
trade conflicts

20/12/19 | 20



WTO dispute settlement
§ Prominent element of reversion by US to aggressive unilateralism
- Long-standing grievance regarding the treatment of zeroing in antidumping

- More generally, US argues AB has exceeded its mandate in ruling on whether Chinese 
SOEs are public bodies; mis-characterization of factual issues, disrespect of statutory 
deadlines, claiming that decisions have precedential value

§ US purportedly is not questioning the basic features of WTO dispute settlement
- Instead argues it want WTO members to implement what was agreed in 1995

§ Arguably this is not sufficient. Action needed to:

- Improve the quality of panel reports (e.g., increasing the use of economics)
- Improve the quality of panellists and AB members

- Reduce the politicization of appointments

- Revisit working practices – e.g., attenuate role of Secretariat
§ Hoekman & Mavroidis EUI working paper and August 2019 VOXEU column

04.10.2018  |Sustaining Global Trade Governance 21



US may not be as much of an outlier as assumed – recent survey findings

|Source: Hoekman, Mavroidis and Wolfe, Bertelsmann Stiftung, in process 22
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WTO dispute settlement survey: additional questions  (N ≈ 145)
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Special and Differential Treatment (SDT): A real issue (& red herring)

§ Not a zero-one issue: all members get some type of “SDT” in WTO 
§ To be useful as opposed to divisive SDT must be:
- enabling and not exempting
- dynamic and not entail permanent differences in obligations
- flexible and customized – one size does not fit all
- defined jointly through engagement / cooperation

§ Technical assistance is central to the substantive concerns   
§ Should be intermediated through WTO Committees, with engagement by 

development agencies 
§ Necessary condition for revisiting SDT is that enough members want to engage 

and strengthen the WTO – i.e., this is part of the broader reform agenda
24



§ China, China, China? No! Many countries use policies distorting competitive 
conditions on the global market

§ But, many (most) WTO members are systemically small
- If so, internalizing spillovers does not need to span all WTO members

§ Determine whether free riding a concern and if so, what constitutes critical mass
§ How?
1. Policy dialogue: what are systemically important negative spillover impacts of non-

tariff policies
2. Where? Substantive deliberation in WTO committees, supported by Secretariat
3. Deepen engagement with business community and other stakeholders
See Bertelsmann Stiftung (2018) at https://www.bertelsmann-
stiftung.de/en/publications/publication/did/revitalizing-multilateral-governance-at-the-world-trade-
organization/

20/12/19 25

Substantive rules and rule-making: What is systemically important?

https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/en/publications/publication/did/revitalizing-multilateral-governance-at-the-world-trade-organization/


WTO rules on subsidies & SOEs – build on EU experience?
§ WTO:  
- Export subsidies prohibited. Other subsidies actionable. Motivation is irrelevant
- Definition: Financial contribution; revenue foregone by govt/public body; must confer 

benefit; be specific, cause material injury or serious prejudice
- No block exemption (Arts. 8-9 of ASCM lapsed in 2000); few rules on SOEs

§ Gaps in rules: 
- Do not cover investment incentives or services; unclear definitions – e.g., “public body”; 

no retroactive remedies, no private damages
- Transparency—notification requirements not lived up to; weakens surveillance

§ EU:  
- State aid disciplines are part of competition policy that also covers SOEs
- Use of block exemption approach that reflects spillover/welfare considerations

§ Necessary conditions: analysis & deliberation; transparency; openness…

27



How? Open plurilateral agreements 

§ A response to consensus constraint in WTO but also to differences in preferences, 
priorities and capacities

§ Could address not only market access issues but also regulatory cooperation … and 
destination-based cooperation

§ Nondiscriminatory in the sense of open to any country, ex ante and ex post
§ More feasible for policy areas that are regulatory in nature and apply equally to 

national and foreign firms or products
- E.g., good regulatory practices or initiatives to lower trade/operating costs for firms
- But also can span market access-related issues where the “critical mass” needed 

to permit cooperation is relatively small
§ See Hoekman and Sabel (Global Policy, 2019); Hoekman and Mattoo, in process
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Different approaches to cooperation
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Source: Mattoo (2018)



§ GPA and Tokyo Round codes illustrate OPAs may not be easy to expand to additional WTO 

members

- How much this matters depends on free-riding/critical mass considerations

§ Open processes critical: openness an asset, not a liability

- Secretariat support; non-parties kept informed

§ Must address concerns of non-participating WTO members that:

- OPAs will be open ex post – e.g., by making this enforceable (recourse to DSU)

- WTO Members needing assistance will be supported – e.g., build on TFA model

§ Could help multilateralize regulatory cooperation outside the WTO (e.g., EU data 

adequacy; EU FLEGT; MRAs; ISDS; PTA chapters…)

§ Could also be a way to revisit judicialization of enforcement 

- E.g., require reason-giving; third party review (TFA precedent)

20/12/19 30

OPAs not a panacea – but can help break stasis 



What policy areas could OPAs be used for?
§ Issues where free riding is not a binding concern. 
§ Trade/transaction costs of regulatory differences
- Product standards – e.g., a code of conduct for private standards 
- Rules of origin
- Domestic regulation of services (ongoing WTO discussion)
- Data privacy / adequacy
- E-commerce (plurilateral negotiations commenced in early 2019)
- Multilateralize mutual recognition agreements
- Sectoral equivalence regimes (e.g., bilateral air safety agreements)
- Transparency in public procurement
- Competition law and policy
- Subsidies?
- SOEs….
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OPAs and democratic legitimacy

§ Rodrik’s trilemma: globalization—regulation—sovereignty:
- Global markets require global regulation which we don’t have. Even if we had it 

(pursue it) and create a global regulator responsive to a global polity this is 
incompatible with nation state sovereignty and democracy 

§ Implication: return to GATT-type “thin” rules that assures “policy space” – focus 
only on discrimination, not IRC 

§ But “thick,” discursive rules that bolster regulatory capacity by continuous 
monitoring are what is needed given GVCs/production fragmentation 

§ If this proceeds along sector-by-sector regulatory OPAs there is no “global 
regulator” but does generate outcomes that are democratically legitimate (as 
regulators remain accountable at national level) 
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